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Abstract
A consensus among biologists has been growing in recent years for the development of a global list of accepted species (and 
other taxa). To date, much discussion has focused on visions for how such a list would benefit many scientific and societal 
disciplines. Less emphasis has been placed on understanding the many technical challenges of compiling and maintaining 
such a list. Challenges include details of implementation such as defining what each entry on the list represents, the scope 
(taxonomic breadth), granularity (only species, all taxonomic ranks, unnamed operational taxonomic units), and level of 
confidence in the status of individual list entries. The specific properties and minimum information requirements of list 
items need to be defined, and a process for ensuring accuracy, consistency, and noting uncertainties, needs to be adopted. 
Perhaps the greatest technical challenge is in developing the procedures by which the global list is created, updated, and 
maintained. Considerations of how to incorporate obscure and newly described taxa, the extent and specific implementation 
of a review process, and mechanisms for arbitrating disputes or alternative taxonomic viewpoints will need to be addressed 
through an open and transparent process with broad engagement from multiple communities. Details concerning how the 
global list can be accessed, how it will be maintained, and the way in which the list and its contents are properly cited need 
to be determined. Many of these issues have been considered and sometimes solved by the Catalogue of Life, which should 
serve as the core foundation for the actual implementation of any global list of species.
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Introduction

The primary function of taxonomy, and a key reason why it is 
fundamental to many other scientific disciplines (essentially 
all of biology), is that it helps to organize knowledge of, and 
serves as a basic tool for communication about, biodiversity 
(Costello & Wieczorek, 2014; Ruggiero et al., 2015). These 
functions are best facilitated by a stable mapping of scientific 
names to taxonomic entities, but taxonomic progress neces-
sitates that such entities and their associated names, classi-
fications, and relationships will change over time (Costello 
et al., 2013a, Thiele et al., 2021). Striking the right balance 
between the dynamic science of taxonomy and the broader 
societal need for effective communication about biodiversity 
has fostered a vigorous debate within the scientific and con-
servation communities about the need for a formalized global 
list of accepted species and other taxa (Garnett & Christidis, 
2017; Raposo et al., 2017; Holstein & Lueber 2017; Cotterill  
et  al., 2017; Jackson et  al., 2017; Hollingsworth, 2017; 
Lamberts 2017; Funk et al., 2017; Conix, 2018; Garnett & 
Christidis 2018a, b; Thomson et al., 2018; Zachos, 2018). 
This debate led to the formation of a Working Group on the 
governance of taxonomic lists, supported by the International 
Union of Biological Sciences (IUBS), and focused on devel-
oping a consensus view on the issues that initiated the debate 
(Garnett et al., 2020a, 2020b). Other papers in this Special 
Issue discuss the taxonomic context (Thiele et al., 2021), 
governance (Lien et al., 2021), case studies (Thomson et al.,  
2021), issues related to independence and stakeholder  
inclusion (Conix et al., 2021), and role of the Catalogue 
of Life (Hobern et al., 2021) for creating a global list of 
accepted species.

Much consideration has been given to broad visions of 
how such lists can be generated, managed, and used in ways 
that satisfy diverse needs and priorities, and to the general 
complexity of social, societal, and traditional norms across 
taxonomy and its dependent fields. However, many specific 
details remain unresolved on how to generate, populate, 
and maintain such a list, and these require careful attention 
(Costello et al., 2014, 2018; Kroh et al., 2019). After the 
broader conceptual framework of core principles, govern-
ance, and stakeholder inclusion are developed and adopted, 
there will remain the important task of actually implement-
ing the framework and generating a universal list of accepted 
species and other taxa. This paper addresses some of these 
important details. Many issues described herein have been 
considered and addressed during the development of the 
Catalogue of Life (COL). We, therefore, recommend that 
COL should be the foundation of implementation efforts 
going forward.

One list, or multiple lists?

Discussions on this issue have variously referred to “lists” 
of species in the plural or a single global “list” of accepted 
species or taxa (e.g. Garnett et al., 2020b). Although this 
may appear to represent an inconsistency, it is a reflection 
of the assumption that a single “global list” will emerge as 
an assembly and aggregation of multiple non-overlapping 
“partial lists”, each with a well-defined, limited and mutually 
exclusive scope (Fig. 1). These partial lists are likely to be 
defined and delimited by higher taxonomic groupings (e.g. 
at the ranks of classes, orders, families), rather than by non-
taxonomic parameters such as geographic distribution (but 
see some possible exceptions below), because a risk of using 
non-taxonomic parameters to subdivide the global list into 
partial lists is that overlap in species coverage of partial lists 
may result in conflict or ambiguity in the global list. In some 
cases (such as with birds, see McClure et al., 2020), such 
overlap and conflict already exist, with different subcom-
munities producing different lists for the same taxonomic 
group. Such lists with overlapping content are referred to 
here as “competing lists” (not to be confused with “partial 
lists”; see above and Fig. 1).

The assumption that there should be a single global list 
made up of partial lists, and that partial lists should be 
defined taxonomically, is not necessarily absolute. For exam-
ple, certain taxa are “ambiregnal”, whereby a single species 
is classified within more than one kingdom (Corliss, 1995; 
Nakada, 2010; Patterson, 1986). Such taxa are governed 
by more than one nomenclatural Code, and therefore could 
potentially be partitioned amongst more than one partial list. 
Another non-taxonomic distinction concerns extant versus 
extinct taxa based on fossil material. While some partial lists 
may cover both extant and fossil members within a single 
taxonomic group; others might focus exclusively on extant or 
fossil members. Some fossil groups are also difficult to allo-
cate to a taxonomic group (such as extinct bird-like dinosaur 
lineages). Moreover, some taxonomic groups are represented 
both by many extant and extinct fossil taxa (e.g. Foraminif-
era, Echinodermata, some turtle groups). Establishing a sin-
gle list that encompasses both extant and extinct species will 
be challenging, but it can be achieved (Hayward et al., 2021).

Fig. 1  Multiple different taxonomic specialist communities focused 
on mutually exclusive groups of organisms develop their own “par-
tial lists” of accepted taxa, representing consensus views of alter-
nate “competing lists”, following standardized protocols and proce-
dures for transparency, engagement, review, and consensus-building. 
These multiple, non-overlapping lists collectively comprise the single 
“global list” of accepted taxa for use by conservation groups, govern-
ments, policymakers, resource managers, etc

◂
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Another potential complexity with dividing the global 
list into multiple partial lists is that there is no univer-
sally adopted or agreed-upon higher classification of life. 
Depending on which perspective of higher classification is 
accepted, there may be cases where different partial lists 
might have overlapping content (or, conversely, there may 
be gaps between partial lists where certain taxa are miss-
ing completely). Insofar as the spectrum of biodiversity is 
partitioned into subsets of taxa for management and govern-
ance, there will need to be some mechanism for aggregat-
ing these subsets into a single consolidated global list, such 
that subsets are either strictly exclusive of each other, or 
an unambiguous process of arbitration accommodates any 
discrepancies among overlapping subsets.

A list of what, exactly?

A list of names?

The system of scientific nomenclature and classification, 
which began over 250 years ago (Linnaeus, 1753, 1758), 
is among the most long-standing and universally adopted 
standards in all of science (Pyle, 2016). Governance systems 
for biological nomenclature have been formalized as Codes 
of Nomenclature (ICZN, 1999; King et al., 2011; Turland 
et al., 2018; Parker et al., 2019). It is important, however, to 
recognize that two of these Codes (which together cover ani-
mals, algae, fungi and plants) confine their governance to the 
names themselves, and explicitly exclude rules that would 
affect taxonomic judgement, whereas the bacterial and viro-
logical Codes include rules for both nomenclature and tax-
onomy. Indeed, there is persistent confusion and conflation 
throughout biological sciences concerning the fundamental 
difference between taxonomy (the task of recognizing and 
classifying groups of organisms in nature) and nomenclature 
(the system for assigning names to those groups).

Scientific names are the key to contextualization and 
cross-referencing of nearly all aspects of biological informa-
tion (Patterson et al., 2010). Nevertheless, as has been exten-
sively discussed (e.g. Berendsohn, 1995, 1997; Berendsohn 
et al., 1999; Franz & Cardona-Duque, 2013; Franz & Thau, 
2010; Franz et al., 2008; Ardelean et al., 2009; Geoffroy & 

Berendsohn, 2003; Gradstein et al., 2001; Kennedy et al., 
2006; Koperski et al., 2000; Le Renard, 2000; Lepage et al., 
2014; Pullan et al., 2000; Pyle, 2004; Raguenaud, 2002; 
Ytow et al., 2001; Zhong et al., 1996), scientific names of 
taxa are distinct from the taxa themselves. Scientific names 
are text-string labels, most of which (at the rank of species 
and below) are rendered as multi-part names (e.g. binominal 
combinations of genus and species components), often with 
embellishments such as authorship, year, and qualifiers of 
various sorts or highly abbreviated (e.g. only the first letter 
of the genus part of a multi-part name). The taxa to which 
they refer are much less-well defined.

The only objective link between a scientific name and 
the taxon to which it refers is the type specimen (or syntype 
series) (see Fig. 1 of Thomson et al., 2018; Fig. 2 herein). 
But taxa are represented by many more individual organ-
isms in nature than the type specimen(s). The full set of 
organisms regarded by a taxonomist as comprising a taxon 
depends on a variety of factors, ranging from alternative 
species concept definitions to purely subjective interpre-
tations by different taxonomists (Thiele et al., 2021). The 
link between a particular scientific name and the taxon it is 
intended to represent is, at best, imprecise.

One simple representation of this imprecision is evident 
when comparing two different interpretations by two dif-
ferent taxonomists, one of whom is a “lumper” (who pre-
fers a broader, more inclusive interpretation of a species), 
and the other a “splitter” (who prefers to partition the same 
set of populations into two or more species defined more 
narrowly). Whereas the splitter may recognize three differ-
ent names for three different populations, the lumper may 
regard only one of the three names as accepted, encompass-
ing all three populations. To the lumper, the other two names 
(regarded by the splitter as distinct species) are “subjective” 
or “heterotypic” synonyms. Thus, when the lumper refers 
to the single species name, it implies a much broader set of 
organisms (sensu lato) than the splitter’s interpretation of the 
exact same name (sensu stricto). Both taxonomists are using 
the name correctly in the sense that, in both cases, the same 
type specimen is included among the implied set of organ-
isms. The difference is in how broad the scope is of other 
organisms implied to be included within the taxon referred 
to by the scientific name. Thus, the same scientific name can 
apply to more than one taxon, depending on the perspective 
of different taxonomists (i.e. “lumpers” versus “splitters”).

Another problem with using scientific names as proxies 
for taxa arises from objective, or “homotypic” synonymy. 
The most common example of homotypic synonymy is when 
the same species epithet is placed in different genera by dif-
ferent taxonomists (Patterson et al., 2010). Such alternate 
combinations may refer to the same species circumscription 
(see below), or they may not, and the spelling of the spe-
cies epithet may change when the gender of the alternative 

TAXONOMY NOMENCLATURE

Type Specimen

Fig. 2  Blue dots represent organisms, the circumscription of which 
is in the realm of Taxonomy. Taxonomy and Nomenclature intersect 
only at the type specimen or syntype series (highlighted dot)
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genera are different. Whereas heterotypic synonymy often 
leads to situations where the same name potentially refers to 
different taxa, homotypic synonymy more often leads to situ-
ations where two different names (specifically, two different 
combinations with the same or similar terminal epithet) may 
refer to the same taxon. However, in some situations the 
reverse may also be true. For example, in some cases of 
heterotypic synonymy, taking the sensu lato perspective of 
a taxon means that more than one name may have been used 
to represent (at least part of) the same taxon, in that the same 
taxon may be referenced by some authors as the accepted 
name, and by other authors as one of the heterotypic syno-
nyms. Likewise, when two authors treat the same species 
epithet in two different genera (homotypic synonyms), it is 
unclear whether the referenced concept is the same, or differ-
ent. In cases where both the genus combination (= classifica-
tion) and the concept change, nothing about the difference 
in the two names reveals anything about the difference in 
the referenced taxa.

Heterotypic and homotypic synonymy are not the 
only problems with using scientific names to represent 
taxa. Another (though somewhat less frequent) problem 
is homonymy. Homonyms are examples where the exact 
same scientific name is applied to two completely unre-
lated taxa. In cases where both taxa are covered by the same 
nomenclatural Code, procedures are in place to resolve the 
homonymy and assign a different name to one of the two 
taxa. However, even in such cases the homonym continues 
to exist in historical literature and can contribute to confu-
sion, especially when it involves the need for replacement 
names. Moreover, when the two different homonymous 
names are applied to taxa governed by different Codes of 
nomenclature (e.g. one animal and one plant), there are no 
protocols to suppress either one of them, so they both con-
tinue to remain in active use.

These are only some of the real-world problems that are 
encountered when trying to map scientific names to the sets 
of organisms they represent. Other examples include alter-
nate spellings of the same name (emendations, changes due 
to gender agreement, misspellings, etc.), and treating taxa at 
different ranks (e.g. as a full species vs. a subspecies). Yet 
more problems are manifest in cases where a widely-used 
name is found to be unavailable (or invalidly published) in 
the sense of the respective Code, and needs to be replaced by 
an available or validly published name. Similarly, names of 
taxa may need to change when a name with higher nomen-
clatural priority (e.g. published earlier) than the one in com-
mon use is discovered.

These ambiguities in mapping scientific names to the taxa 
they are intended to represent can cause a great deal of con-
fusion when synthesizing biodiversity data (Costello et al., 
2013a; Patterson et al., 2010). For example, Correia et al. 
(2018) found that between 5 and 50% of searched web pages 

were omitted from results when subjective synonyms were 
not included among the search terms. This can be particu-
larly problematic when implementing conservation policy 
or applying legislation. If a single species name listed for 
protection may be interpreted as either a taxon with a highly 
restricted distribution (sensu stricto), or a taxon with a wide 
distribution (sensu lato), then it may be ambiguous whether 
the species is or is not subject to protection. Also, if a sci-
entific name for a taxon changes (e.g. because it is reclas-
sified or its name is replaced), or even if the spelling of its 
name subtly changes, serious legal ramifications may arise. 
Thomson et al. (2021) provide a more detailed discussion 
and specific examples of these cases.

Against this backdrop of imprecision in mapping sci-
entific names to taxa is another more sociological conflict, 
which is that between the desire for scientific nomenclature 
to reflect the most recent taxonomic research results, and 
the desire to maintain a stable nomenclature. Taxonomy 
is, and likely will remain, a dynamic scientific endeavour 
just like any other scientific discipline. A necessary conse-
quence is the need to alter nomenclature and classification 
to reflect new taxonomic research. But many outside the 
domain of active taxonomic research depend on scientific 
names as proxies for the taxa they routinely deal with, and 
such users prefer more stability. This conflict between the 
need to reflect current taxonomic knowledge and the need 
for nomenclatural stability should be carefully considered 
when developing policies around the maintenance of a 
global list of species.

In summary, although a global list will likely be com-
posed of scientific names, it is important to understand that 
these names are not the listed taxa themselves; rather, they 
are simply text-string labels that serve as proxies for the 
listed taxa.

A list of taxa?

The intention of the IUBS Working Group on the govern-
ance of taxonomic lists is to establish a list of accepted taxa 
(Garnett & Christidis, 2017). As explained above, a scien-
tific name alone is an inadequate proxy for a taxon: some-
thing more is needed to uniquely represent entries on the list 
as taxa. But before this can be discussed, it is important to 
clarify exactly what taxa are.

To paraphrase U.S. Supreme Court Justice Potter 
Stewart’s famous remark about the nature of obscenity 
(Gewirtz, 1996), although most taxonomists have a clear 
conceptualization of what a taxon is and can recognize one 
when they see it, few would be able to provide a concise 
definition if pressed to do so. The term “taxonomic con-
cept” is most often used to distinguish taxa as biological 
units in nature from the scientific names used to repre-
sent them. This should not be confused with terms such 
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as “biological species concept” or “phylogenetic species 
concept” (e.g. sensu Wheeler & Meier, 2000; see also Bal-
akrishnan, 2005), which operate at higher levels of abstrac-
tion in taxonomic discourse. The term “taxonomic con-
cept” is here used to represent a specific set of organisms 
regarded as comprising a particular taxon. For example, 
the sensu-stricto interpretation of a scientific name dis-
cussed above represents one taxonomic concept, whereas 
the sensu-lato interpretation represents a different taxo-
nomic concept.

Some taxonomists define a taxonomic concept to repre-
sent not only a particular set of organisms but also its com-
plete hierarchical classification. In this sense, a species clas-
sified by two taxonomists in two different genera represent 
two different taxonomic concepts (because the classification 
differs even if the included set of represented organisms is 
the same). However, most taxonomists use it to explicitly 
represent the included set of organisms, irrespective of their 
hierarchical classification. For a more detailed discussion, 
see Ytow et al. (2001). A more explicit term often used to  
represent this notion is taxonomic circumscription  
(Berendsohn, 1995; Pullan et al., 2000). In this discussion, the  
term “circumscription” refers to the circumscribed set of 
organisms, living, recently dead, and yet-to-be born, which 
collectively comprise a particular taxon (in philosophy, this 
is called extension). Within the system of Linnean nomen-
clature, changing the hierarchical classification of a taxon 
has no impact on its circumscription.

Clarifying the term taxonomic circumscription does not, 
unfortunately, help clarify how a taxonomic concept is actu-
ally defined. In a precise and literal sense, a taxonomic cir-
cumscription could be defined by an explicit enumeration of 
all of its individual members. This, of course, is a practical 
impossibility in almost all cases: not only would it require 
identifying every living organism on the planet that falls 
within the circumscription, it would require doing so for all 
antecedents back to the point where the taxon first diverged 
from another, and every descendant forward to the point 
where it may evolve into a different taxon. Thus, in almost 
all cases, taxonomic circumscriptions can only be defined 
by inference.

One common method for defining the set of organisms 
represented by a taxonomic circumscription is through a set 
of diagnostic characters. While this has long-standing prec-
edence in taxonomic practice, it is neither precise nor stable. 
For example, suppose we define a new species of fish as hav-
ing 10–11 dorsal-fin spines (among other diagnostic charac-
ters), distinguished from its closest relative that has 15–16 
dorsal-fin spines. What happens if an individual is found 
with 12 dorsal-fin spines? Must it by definition be regarded 
as a distinct species, or can the original character-based 
species definition simply be amended? Character-based 
definitions of taxonomic circumscriptions, while intuitive 

to taxonomists, are excessively complex and imprecise for 
practical use in defining every individual entity on a global 
list of accepted taxa.

Another common way to define a taxonomic circumscrip-
tion is by citing representative individual specimens (Pullan 
et al., 2000; Raguenaud, 2002) or populations. This approach 
is conceptually appealing and offers a certain degree of 
granularity and precision when mapping scientific names to 
the sets of organisms the names are intended to represent; 
however, it is only practical for comparing similarly-defined 
taxonomic circumscriptions, depends heavily on the reli-
ability of identifications of the representative organisms, 
and suffers the same problem as character-based definitions 
(when, e.g. new populations are discovered).

A list of asserted circumscriptions?

As discussed above, there are substantial logical and practi-
cal challenges to treating items on the proposed global list 
(and constituent partial lists) as either scientific names, or 
abstract taxonomic concepts. Another approach, which not 
only obviates the ambiguity of using only scientific names, 
but also provides a tangible unit of reference, is to focus on 
specific, citable, asserted circumscriptions that are them-
selves labelled with scientific names. Berendsohn (1995) 
introduced the notion of a potential taxon, a specific usage 
of a scientific name within the context of a particular treat-
ment of that name. He proposed a standard representation 
of potential taxa in the form of, “Scientific name Nomen-
claturalAuthor sec. TreatmentAuthor”.

“NomenclaturalAuthor” is the traditionally formatted 
authorship of the scientific name and TreatmentAuthor is 
the authorship of a specific usage or treatment of a name. 
When a new scientific name is first published, Treatmen-
tAuthor and NomenclaturalAuthor are the same, a special 
case to which Pyle (2004) applied the term Protonym. For 
all subsequent treatments, TreatmentAuthor and Nomen-
claturalAuthor are different. In all cases, these authorships 
are interpreted as citations to published bibliographic refer-
ences. The “sec.” qualifier is an abbreviation of the Latin 
word secundum, meaning “following” or “according to”. 
The Latin sensu — “in the sense of” — is also sometimes 
used, but “sec.” is the preferred qualifier in this context  
(Berendsohn, 1995).

This method of representing taxa using a combination 
of a scientific name and a specific treatment context has 
been referred to by a variety of terms, including “poten-
tial taxon” (Berendsohn, 1995), “taxon view” (Zhong et al., 
1996), “circumscribed taxon” (Pullan et al., 2000), “taxo-
nym” (Koperski et al., 2000), “taxonomic reference” (Le 
Renard, 2000), “NameRecord” (Ytow et al., 2001), “asser-
tion” (Anonymous, 2002; Pyle, 2004), and “taxonomic 
name usage” (commonly abbreviated as “TNU”; Alvarez 
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& Luebert, 2018; Krell & Pyle, 2010; Pyle, 2016; Pyle & 
Michel, 2008; Senderov et al., 2018). Whatever term is used 
(hereinafter we use “TNU”), the unit of a specific treatment 
of a taxon (sensu Catapano, 2010) is widely recognized as 
the most granular and direct (as well as historically de facto) 
citable entity to represent a taxon, taxonomic concept, or 
taxonomic circumscription [see Ytow et al. (2001) and Pyle 
(2004) for more detailed discussion].

One of the first publications to robustly incorporate a 
system of referencing specific taxonomic name usages as 
units of taxonomy was that of Koperski et al., 2000 (who 
applied the term “taxonym”). According to Geoffroy &  
Berendsohn, 2003, this was the first time “an in depth analy-
sis and statistical evaluation of the stability and instability of 
names and concepts” was produced; and led “to the some-
what depressing conclusion that for at least 45% of the taxa 
there have been changes in the concept over time” (Geoffroy 
& Berendsohn, 2003). This study revealed the magnitude 
of the problem of how scientific names, by themselves, are 
imprecise labels for the taxon concepts they are intended to 
represent. The fact that few similar analytical studies have 
been published since, both underscores the challenge faced 
by any effort to assemble a global list of taxa, and the vital 
role that TNUs (by whatever name) will play in constructing 
and managing such lists.

Lepage et al. (2014) described these “unique name/source 
combinations” (TNUs) as “shallow” representations of taxo-
nomic concepts/circumscriptions. While they acknowledged 
them as suitable “concept labels”, they noted that many 
TNUs represent “congruent” taxa (meaning they represent 
the same circumscription), and described an approach to 
collapse sets of congruent TNUs into clusters that collec-
tively represent a “deeper” notion of a taxonomic concept. 
Although this approach to stacking multiple TNUs into a 
single entity is valuable for conducting reasoning across 
disparate datasets (e.g. see Chen et al., 2014; Franz et al., 
2016), it has been limited to relatively small and well-studied  
taxonomic groups (e.g. birds, plants). Moreover, it is  
very difficult (and, indeed, may not be possible) to define the 
relationships between many TNUs any more precisely than 
to say that they overlap in some way. For this reason, iden-
tifying relationships among TNUs may not increase power 
for reasoning over data.

For the purposes of assembling, managing, and maintain-
ing a single global list of taxa, both a label and a definition 
for each entry in the list need to be established. Decades of 
effort by the biodiversity informatics community has not yet 
produced a single method for organizing taxonomic units 
that is meaningful, practical, and scalable. Each item on the 
global list must be understood to refer to a taxon (concept/
circumscription); however a list of simple scientific names 
is insufficient, and a list of robustly-defined taxonomic 

concepts cannot be scaled to all of biodiversity within the 
foreseeable future. Therefore, some compromise between 
these two extremes must be established to empower a global 
list with practical value, without succumbing to practical 
difficulties of construction and formulation.

The core problem is the scalability of the task. There are 
millions of taxa on Earth, tens of millions of names for those 
taxa, and hundreds of millions of TNUs for those names as 
applied to those taxa. Mapping every TNU to every other 
relevant TNU would be an almost incomprehensibly large 
(and entirely impractical) task. However, a global list of taxa 
(comprising multiple partial lists) may provide an important 
opportunity: a milestone that is entirely achievable would be 
to have every entry on the global list anchored to one TNU 
that represents the taxonomic concept indicated for that par-
ticular list entry. Simply by qualifying each entry on the list 
with “sec.” and a TreatmentAuthor representing a specific 
TNU, each list entry becomes more than a simple name: it 
represents a specific taxonomic concept. This would allow a 
reference point for other TNUs representing congruent taxa 
to be mapped, allowing most of the problems of ambiguity 
between taxa and their TNUs can be resolved.

Establishing a label for each item on the list is relatively 
straightforward. With more than 250 years of successful 
legacy, Linnean-style scientific names should clearly serve 
as the foundation for any labelling scheme. Although such 
names by themselves are insufficient, when qualified with 
a “sec. TreatmentAuthor” following the style of Berend-
sohn (1995) (as described above), the full-context TNU/
treatment captures both the familiar label of a scientific 
name as well as the taxonomic context (and implied con-
cept or circumscription) to dramatically reduce ambiguity 
of what “sense” of the name (e.g. sensu stricto vs. sensu 
lato) is implied for the item on the global list. Moreover, 
this approach only requires the addition of a single element 
of metadata to accompany each entry on the list (i.e. a cita-
tion for the designated treatment of the name as represented 
on the list). Thus, each item on the global list of accepted 
taxa could be represented in the form of: “Scientific name 
NomenclaturalAuthor sec. TreatmentAuthor” (where the for-
mat and content of NomenclaturalAuthor follow the rules 
of the relevance nomenclatural Code, and TreatmentAuthor 
represents the citation for the specific asserted circumscrip-
tion of the name).

A more significant challenge will be in determining 
which particular TNU to reference, when dozens (or even 
hundreds) of TNUs representing congruent published tax-
onomic circumscriptions are available to choose from. A 
related challenge is in representing circumscriptions that 
do not explicitly exist in published literature. A thorough 
discussion of these related challenges is beyond the scope 
of this paper. However, a few general guiding principles for 
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crafting the global list (and constituent partial lists) can be 
suggested.

First, when a new species is described it will in most 
cases represent one of the following general scenarios:

a. A brand-new discovery that has no impact on the cir-
cumscriptions of existing entries on the list;

b. A new taxon circumscription that is taxonomically adja-
cent to that of an existing entry on the list (i.e. a case 
where a lumper might regard it as an expansion of an 
existing circumscription, whereas a splitter might regard 
it as a new discovery); or.

c. Cases where either a well-established circumscription is 
divided into two or more components (splitting), or one 
or more well-established circumscriptions are merged 
into a single circumscription (lumping).

The latter two (and especially the third) will require 
updates to the particular “sec.” treatment indicated on the 
list (e.g. switching from a lumper TNU to a splitter TNU, or 
vice versa). Each provider of content to the global list will 
need to account for cascading ramifications to other entries 
on the list. For example, if two distinct species (A and B) 
are recognized on the global list, and a decision is made to 
merge them into one species, then one of the names (e.g. A) 
will remain on the global list but must be amended with a 
different “sec. TreatmentAuthor”. This change has a cascad-
ing effect on entry B, which had previously appeared on the 
list as distinct species, but is now regarded as a heterotypic 
synonym of B. Thus, a change in the TreatmentAuthor of 
A causes the removal of B from the list. Likewise, if A is 
split into two taxa (A and B), then the entry for A on the list 
will require a new “sec. TreatmentAuthor” to indicate that it 
has a different circumscription, and entry B will need to be 
added, with appropriate “sec. TreatmentAuthor”.

Second, when selecting from among multiple TNUs for 
a particular entry on the list, it will be best to choose one 
that has a robust corresponding published treatment, includ-
ing detailed geographic range information, numerous speci-
mens as “material examined”, and a complete (global, not 
regional) heterotypic synonymy. This last point is perhaps 
most important because complete heterotypic synonymies 
offer a crude but effective name-based mechanism of objec-
tively comparing congruency (or not) between two TNUs 
referencing the same scientific name. Each name included 
among heterotypic synonyms serves as a proxy for its corre-
sponding type specimen(s), and as such confer a taxonomic 
circumscription of a name that goes beyond the type speci-
men of the “accepted” name used to represent the taxon. 
Such TNUs with robust information about circumscription 
boundaries cannot account for changes asserted later (espe-
cially when new names that potentially infringe on those 
boundaries are subsequently established), and there will 

always be a need to balance the need for robust treatments 
with those reflecting the most recent research, but treatments 
that include complete synonymies are extremely effective for 
serving as reliable “anchor-points” for taxa up until the time 
of the TNU publication.

There are many technical issues associated with interpo-
lating, extrapolating, and cross-referencing taxa via TNUs, 
but these are beyond the scope of this paper. For better or 
for worse, most taxa on the global list (e.g. most inverte-
brates, protists) will not encounter the problem of multiple 
alternative circumscriptions or multiple congruent TNUs. 
Indeed, most entries on the list are likely to be protonyms 
(see above). Those groups of taxa for which arbitration 
among alternate TNUs is an issue suffer primarily from a 
taxonomic “embarrassment of riches”. But they are also 
often the groups of greatest socio-economic importance, 
and therefore often have a more acute need for resolving 
potential taxonomic disputes.

Defining the scope

Several aspects of the scope of an envisioned global list of 
accepted taxa need to be defined. These include breadth, 
granularity, “level of confidence” (for lack of a better 
term), and whether taxa without formal scientific names 
and fossil taxa should be included on the list. Each of 
these aspects requires careful consideration and should 
be determined only through engagement with constituent 
communities. The extent to which these and other details 
are applied consistently across all groups, or are optimized 
for the specific circumstances of each group, also remains 
an open question. For purposes of discussion, we provide 
general commentary on these aspects to facilitate future 
discussion.

Breadth

The question of breadth involves how broad the scope of 
life-forms included on the global list will be. The global list 
should minimally be open to all prokaryotic and eukaryotic 
organisms, and some support the inclusion of viruses as 
well, given that both names and circumscriptions of viruses 
are well-organized, and they play an important role in bio-
diversity and medicine (as the world population of humans 
was overtly reminded in the year 2020).

Granularity

The question of granularity in this context involves whether 
the global list is limited only to species, or whether it should 
also accommodate scientific names and associated taxo-
nomic circumscriptions of higher-rank taxa (e.g. families, 
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orders, classes, phyla and kingdoms) and lower-rank taxa 
(e.g. subspecies, varieties, forms). We suggest that the list 
should be open to taxa at all ranks, both above and below 
species rank. Accommodating names (as represented by 
TNUs) for higher taxa is necessary for embedding a clas-
sification scheme within the global list, and accommodat-
ing lower taxonomic ranks is important for certain groups 
(especially vertebrates and plants) where such taxonomic 
divisions can have important conservation implications (e.g. 
Thomson et al., 2021).

Level of confidence

The question of “level of confidence” has some overlap with 
the granularity question but includes some aspects that are 
related to how confident taxonomists are as to the status of 
the entities on the list. In some cases, species are understood 
to represent valid taxa, but their placement within a genus 
is uncertain. Such species could be included on the list as 
incertae sedis within a higher-rank name, or they could be 
provisionally included within the genus in which they were 
first described or most recently combined, or they could be 
excluded from the list pending a proper published taxonomic 
treatment. Similarly, newly published species that have been 
questioned by the relevant taxonomic community may be 
added only provisionally, excluded entirely, or added with-
out qualification. Decisions of this sort will ultimately be 
made by the communities who maintain the partial lists, but 
a uniform set of principles should be developed and applied 
across all entries on the global list.

Names outside the scope of Linnean nomenclature

In addition to standard Linnean scientific names, there 
are several formal and informal systems for nomenclature 
used to assign labels to specific taxa. One formal class of 
such names is plant cultivars, which are governed by an 
international code of nomenclature (Brickell et al., 2009; 
Spencer & Cross, 2007; Stearn, 1953; Trehane, 2002). 
Similarly, certain trade names have important meaning 
and standing in some countries or taxonomic groups (e.g. 
Callomon, 2016; Chesser et al., 2017; Page et al., 2013). 
Several projects focused on DNA sequencing data pro-
cessing and the associated regulatory genomics analyses 
have been combined in an initiative called “SeqCode” 
(https:// github. com/ seqco de), and similar initiatives 
have been applied for uncultivated Archaea and Bacteria  
(Murray et al., 2020).

Another important class of informal names are so-called 
“provisional” (sometimes referred to as “temporary” or 
“tag” names) as applied to taxa. Most such names involve 
labels where one component of the name consists of a 
Linnean-style scientific name (e.g. genus or family), and 

the remainder of the name consists of non-Linnean des-
ignators (e.g. “sp.1234”). In many groups, the process of 
formally naming taxa lags behind the discovery of taxa 
(because taxonomic due diligence is necessarily work- and 
time-intensive). Many taxonomists, particularly in relatively 
species-rich groups such as arthropods, marine inverte-
brates, and plants, make reference to species that have not 
yet been formally assigned a scientific name. Giving infor-
mal names to these taxa before they are formally named 
under the Codes of nomenclature is sometimes important 
(e.g. if they are rare). Such informal names may appear fre-
quently in literature, and sometimes in legislation. While a 
case can be made that such names should be excluded from 
a global list of accepted taxa, this would limit the ability 
to refer to their taxa in potentially important contexts, such 
as conservation and management legislation. A global list 
of names, including informal ones, provides an important 
opportunity to control and regulate such names to reduce 
any ambiguity in their application.

A special class of informal names are higher-rank 
names that, while widely used, have not yet been for-
mally established. Examples include Bilateria, an impor-
tant name for all animals that have a bilateral rather than 
radial body plan. Bilateria is an unranked, informal 
name, because the higher-rank classification of ani-
mals remains in a state of flux. Such informal names 
are abundant at the highest levels of our current clas-
sification system and, while they have few day-to-day 
consequences for users of a global list of species, they 
will be important for organizing it.

Extinct taxa based on fossils

Another question of scope is whether or not the global list 
should be limited to extant (or recently extinct) taxa only, or 
if it should be open to all named taxa including long-extinct 
ones represented only by fossil specimens. Excluding all 
extinct taxa would result in a disorderly fringe to an other-
wise ordered system. For example, should the list include 
recently-extinct taxa such as the dodo, and if so, how far 
back should it go? (The IUCN has adopted the year 1500 AD 
as a cut-off). On the other hand, extinct taxa are generally 
no longer subject to conservation or protection concerns, 
so their inclusion may be unnecessary in the context of the 
needs that led to the call for governance of the global list 
of taxa in the first place. However, the needs of conserva-
tionists and resource managers are not the only purposes 
of the proposed global list. Extinct taxa that have extant 
relatives are used in phylogenetics to calibrate the branch-
ing of the tree of life, so their inclusion could be useful and 
valuable for broader context (Patterson, 1981). A compro-
mise position could be to have the list of long-extinct taxa 
developed and managed separately from the list of extant (or 
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recently-extinct) taxa for groups where there was no tradition 
of integration. Because many living taxa also occur in the 
fossil record, and some may occur in the same samples (e.g. 
marine sediments contain living and fossil Foraminifera), it 
makes sense to include both extant and extinct, fossil and 
non-fossil, taxa in a global species list, especially if they can 
be identified as such within the list.

Do all taxa even need to have a name?

Perhaps the most fundamental question of scope is whether 
to restrict the entries in a global list of taxa to only those taxa 
that have names. As already discussed, taxa and their names 
are different things, and taxa that lack standard scientific 
names are potentially important to include on a global list. 
Moreover, to be useful, a global list should include a clas-
sification (that is, it should not be a mere alphabetical list of 
accepted species names).

An important development in modern taxonomy is the 
field of phylogenetics, with its tools for classifying taxa and 
inferring patterns of evolution. Before phylogenies were 
developed, taxonomists’ knowledge of the structure of life 
was captured in classifications, based first on a limited set 
of Linnaean ranks (kingdom, phylum, class, order, fam-
ily, genus, and species) then, as knowledge increased, on 
an open-ended set of interpolated ranks (sub-order, super-
family, etc.). Much knowledge of the relationships between 
taxa and the structure of life are now captured in phylog-
enies. And most nodes in phylogenies are un-named. The 
question remains open as to whether un-named nodes of a 
hypothesized phylogeny should be included as entries on 
the global list.

Defining the information for each entry 
on the global list

Once the definition and scope of entities to be included on 
the global list of accepted taxa are determined, another series 
of questions concern the data and metadata that are required 
or recommended for each entry on the list. Several relevant 
data standards have been developed to represent the key 
properties of scientific names and their associated implied 
taxon concepts. Broad biodiversity data standards such as 
DarwinCore and ABCD (Blum et al., 2019; Fichtmueller 
et al., 2019; Holetschek et al., 2012; Wieczorek et al., 2012) 
include many relevant terms and associated definitions to 
capture taxonomic information. More targeted standards, 
such as the Taxonomic Concept Transfer Schema (TCS; 
Kennedy et al., 2006), Open Biomedical Ontologies Tax-
onomy ontology (Obo-Taxonomy; Midford et al., 2013), and 
Catalogue of Life Data Package (ColDP; Döring & Ower, 
2019) include other important defined terms and conceptual 
relationships. While these and other data standards should 

serve as the foundation for a global list of accepted species, 
a subset of standard properties should be recognized as rep-
resenting the minimum information necessary for each entry 
on the list. We suggest the following are consistent with 
both the existing standards and the principles for global lists 
(Garnett et al., 2020b) but emphasize that these are recom-
mendations open for broader discussion.

Persistent identifier

Each item on the global list must be branded with a globally 
unique identifier with unambiguous and persistent mecha-
nisms to dereference (i.e. resolve or retrieve metadata). 
Several different kinds of unique identifiers (both with and 
without associated dereferencing mechanisms) have been 
adopted in the biodiversity informatics community. The 
form of the identifier is not suggested here, but whatever 
system ultimately is adopted should be robust and consistent 
with biodiversity information standards and best practices.

Version history

Each entry on the global list must have a robust “audit trail” 
so that changes to the lists and associated properties and 
metadata can be tracked through time.

Label

Every item on the global list must include a unique label 
representing either a scientific name (compliant with the 
relevant nomenclatural Code), or a standardized informal 
taxon label that is widely recognized as such. In cases of 
Code-governed names, the spelling used should be in full 
compliance with the relevant Code. Each entry on the list 
should include more properties than just a scientific name, 
such as the original authorship of the name formatted in 
accordance with the relevant Code, and an additional “sec.” 
TNU qualifier, as well as some additional minimum proper-
ties as described below.

Nomenclatural authorship

Whereas the Label as described above should be con-
structed of certain key elements, these elements should be 
managed as distinct properties. In addition to a scientific 
name, the nomenclatural authorship, formatted in accord-
ance with the relevant nomenclatural Code should also be 
included with each entry on the global list. Such authorship 
information is important for disambiguating homonyms, 
and for helping to link original literature. The formatting 
of authorship should follow the recommendations of the 
relevant nomenclatural Code and be consistent with relevant 
community practice.
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Source

Each entry on the list should minimally indicate the source 
of the entry. This should be a link or textual description of 
the database or working group that provided the entry to the 
global list, with some minimal amount of associated proper-
ties of the source, or a link to source metadata.

Nomenclatural code

Each item on the global list should include an indication of 
which nomenclatural Code (or Codes) applies to the associ-
ated scientific name (if any). In most cases, each item will 
be represented by a name governed by a single nomenclatu-
ral Code, but in some cases (i.e. ambiregnal taxa; Patterson 
& Larson, 1992) more than one nomenclatural Code may 
apply. Depending on whether the scope of the global list 
includes or excludes informal names, some entries may be 
represented by names not governed by any nomenclatural 
Code. A link to an associated nomenclator (e.g. ZooBank, 
IPNI, Index Fungorum) is very helpful, but it should not be 
mandatory.

Original ranks and combinations

In cases of entries on the list represented by names below the 
rank of genus, information about the rank and combination 
for the original establishment of the name (e.g. the basionym 
combination, or names treated as subgenera/subspecies that 
were originally established as full genera/species, and vice 
versa), should be included when available, but such informa-
tion should not be mandatory.

Original literature citation

A full literature citation of the original establishment of 
the name (e.g. the basionym citation) should be included 
whenever possible, either as a full textual citation or via a 
standard unique identifier such as a Digital Object Identifier 
(DOI). It will be impractical to regard this as mandatory for 
all entries on the list.

Accepted status treatment citation

A citation to the treatment representing the current/accepted 
taxonomic status of the entry (i.e. the “TreatmentAuthor” 
part following the “sec.” qualifier of a TNU label) should be 
included with each entry. This should include (or be resolv-
able to) a full literature citation or standard identifier such as 
a DOI but minimally should include the authorship and year 
of the publication that is cited for representing the taxonomic 
circumscription. When this is not available, the source of 
the named taxon (i.e. the database or working group that 

provided the entry to the global list) could be used in place 
of a literature citation (although published treatments are 
strongly preferred). Careful thought will need to be given 
to standards regarding the scope of sources that can serve 
as “Accepted Status” treatments. Would it require that com-
pilers of partial lists enumerate and acknowledge all pos-
sible alternatives to demonstrate a well-informed decision 
on the choice of specific accepted treatment? Must such 
treatments be limited to scholarly works published in the 
traditional sense, or could the source be an online database, 
unpublished document, or even a documented “personal 
communication” from a recognized expert? There are many 
points to consider in this context, but some guidelines will 
be necessary for compilers of partial lists to follow, to ensure 
consistency of reliability across the different partial lists.

Confidence

An indicator representing the degree of confidence for the 
assertion of the current status of the entry would also be 
valuable. At minimum, a distinction of “accepted” should 
be assumed, as well as some confidence indication of that 
status assessment, but it remains to be determined how 
granular such an indicator would need to be (examples 
include a simple “green/yellow/red” indication of confi-
dence, or a numeric value drawn from a continuous scale). 
Additionally, there are different axes of confidence, such 
as whether a name conforms to the relevant Code, whether 
the taxon is broadly accepted by the relevant community or 
subject to contention, levels of confidence with respect to 
taxonomic rank, and other factors. Moreover, depending on 
the scope of treatments open to evaluation as the accepted 
status (see previous section), additional qualifiers may be 
needed to indicate the reliability of the accepted status treat-
ment. Thus, there may need to be multiple different confi-
dence indicators.

Synonymy

Each item on the list should be represented by a scientific 
name (or other accepted form of name) that is clearly 
displayed as the “accepted” representation of that name. 
In other words, names regarded as junior synonyms of 
other accepted names should not themselves constitute 
separate entries on the list. Instead, names representing 
taxonomic synonyms should be included as part of the 
metadata along with each name, whenever that informa-
tion is available. Including full heterotypic synonymy 
information along with each entry on the global list will 
be very helpful for recognizing the circumscriptions of 
the taxa in the list. In all cases, synonymies should be 
consistent with the associated referenced treatment and 
should whenever possible include associated additional 
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reference citations associated with each synonym. Homo-
typic synonyms, misspellings and other orthographic var-
iants would also be helpful to include as metadata with 
each entry on the list.

Classification

In addition to a unique and commonly recognized label, 
each entry in the global list should include an indication 
of hierarchical classification. Minimally, all names on the 
list representing taxa below the rank of genus (i.e. subgen-
era, species, and named taxa at infraspecific ranks) should 
include sufficient hierarchical links to the rank of genus (e.g. 
no “unplaced” species should be included). Genus and other 
higher-rank taxa should also include information about taxo-
nomic placement, thereby establishing a complete classifica-
tion for all entries on the list. As with the taxa themselves, an 
indicator of confidence for the placement in the classification 
would be useful, because in some cases taxonomists may 
be confident about the circumscription of a taxon but less 
confident of its hierarchical placement.

Geographic distribution

Including geographic distributions (including distributions 
with respect to political regions or conservation areas) for 
each entry on the list would be very valuable, both for defin-
ing circumscription in some cases and to allow extraction 
of geographically-based lists to be conveniently extracted. 
Geographic distributions are poorly known in some cases, 
and only known distributions can be included.

Images

Images of specimens can be very helpful for representing 
taxa on the list, but images would be best dealt with by spe-
cialist image services that use the list (rather than in the list 
itself).

Annotations

Many online data aggregation systems include support 
for annotations and comments to be applied to individual 
entries and their attributes. Such annotation systems would 
be extremely valuable to engage users of the global list and 
to help curate it by reporting errors and providing missing 
details. An annotation system would need to be monitored 
and moderated in order to be effective.

Associated vernacular names

Except in cases where an item on the global list is repre-
sented by an informal name (if such entries are allowed), 

additional vernacular names should not be included with 
any item on the global list.

Type specimen(s)

Although type specimens are a fundamental and integral 
component of scientific nomenclature and serve as critical 
anchor points to objectively link scientific names with bio-
logical entities (see Fig. 2), they only play a very limited role 
defining circumscription boundaries for taxa included on the 
global list, and are primarily interesting to taxonomists who 
focus on nomenclature per se. Thus, information on type 
specimens should remain within the domain of nomenclators 
and be outside the scope of a global list of accepted taxa.

Character diagnoses

Although taxonomic circumscriptions are often defined 
through descriptions of diagnostic characters (both mor-
phological and biochemical, including genetic), inclusion 
of detailed diagnoses of this sort is outside the scope of data 
to include with entries on this global list. As with images, 
the global list will become an extremely valuable service 
to other systems that manage descriptive and diagnostic 
information.

Species concept

This discussion has focused on taxonomic concepts in the 
sense of circumscriptions of organisms but has avoided 
any discussion about the relative merits of alternate “spe-
cies concepts” in the sense of Wheeler and Meier (2000) 
and numerous others (i.e. biological vs. phylogenetic spe-
cies concept). Although it might be considered valuable for 
entries on the list to be annotated with the species concept 
used in determining its circumscription, such information 
is unlikely to be available for the vast majority of entries 
on the list, and has the potential to be both contentious and 
unworkable. An explicit indication of the intended species 
concept should not be mandatory.

Creating and maintaining the global list

Perhaps the greatest technical challenge for implementing a 
global list of accepted taxa, after determining its structure, 
scope, and properties, is establishing procedures for its crea-
tion and maintenance. The most fundamental (and arguably 
most important) question is whether the standards and pro-
cedures for curating the global list are applied at the level of 
the taxonomic communities that provide partial lists, or at 
the granularity of individual entries on the list.
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If the former, standards and procedures would be 
designed around the processes by which taxonomic com-
munities evaluate the accuracy and legitimacy of the con-
tent they provide through a partial list. Communities would 
ensure that the content they provide meets appropriate 
quality checks and principles adopted by the global list, and 
exclude content that fails to meet these standards. If the lat-
ter, standards and procedures would be applied individually 
to each entry on the list. Instead of providing an “all or noth-
ing” contribution, taxonomic communities who maintain the 
partial lists would assemble and verify the necessary mini-
mum required properties and metadata (as well as additional 
optional properties and metadata), and every item that meets 
the minimum criteria would be accepted. Placing emphasis 
on individual entries rather than the entirety of individual 
partial lists not only allows more flexibility and assurances 
in adding and maintaining content on the global list, but also 
introduces additional complexities.

These two options are not mutually exclusive. For exam-
ple, one mandatory requirement for individual entries could 
be that each item must have passed through the partial list 
of a taxonomic community that itself adheres to the relevant 
standards and procedures (e.g. review, transparency, and 
conflict resolution requirements). But in addition, each item 
added to the global list may also be required to fulfil certain 
minimum criteria (e.g. minimum properties and metadata, 
some metric of consensus achievement). In this combined 
approach, items provided by a standards-compliant commu-
nity may or may not be accepted onto the global list. Items 
that fail the acceptance criteria could be excluded from the 
global list completely, or could be flagged as incomplete 
(e.g. “provisional” or “pending”). A combined approach 
would share the burden of quality of content and allow a 
more granular acceptance or rejection of individual items 
instead of an “all or nothing” approach.

Regardless of whether standards and procedures are 
applied to partial lists as a whole or to individual entries 
(or a mixture of both), certain key issues will need to be 
addressed through standards and procedures. The following 
issues warrant further discussion.

Identifying and completing the gaps

It will be difficult to find recently updated expert curated 
species lists for some taxa. One approach would be to 
exclude such taxa from the global list entirely. A more use-
ful option for users would be to include such taxa on the list, 
but note that they need specialist review, perhaps because 
they are based on decades-old publications (though we note 
that just because a list may be old does not mean it will be 
inadequate or of poor quality).

Newly described species and new taxonomic 
arrangements

An estimated 15,000–20,000 new species are described each 
year (including fossils; Costello et al., 2013b), and many 
more species are taxonomically revised with changes to 
classification (including genus placement), change in rank, 
and changes in synonymy. Depending on the taxonomic 
group, the addition of new species and alteration of exist-
ing species will be evaluated and added to relevant partial 
lists (and, therefore the, global list) at different rates. New 
species of conspicuous, charismatic, or otherwise important 
taxa are likely to be incorporated quickly, but more obscure 
and cryptic species may languish. In the case of newly 
described species, one approach would be to accept all newly 
described species and by default, and “demote” them to jun-
ior synonym status only if warranted by subsequent evalua-
tion. Another approach would be to adopt new species and 
taxonomic arrangements to the list only after a consensus of 
subsequent usage of the new names is established. Such an 
approach would require threshold criteria consensus, such 
as number of subsequent publications, degree of consistency 
of treatment, and extent of necessary or acceptable delay. 
The communities that maintain partial lists are likely to be 
best-placed to determine their own processes for incorpo-
rating newly described and revised taxa, but standard best 
practice should be to encourage new species and new taxo-
nomic arrangements to be added quickly, especially in cases 
where conservation or management implications are high.

Peer review

Peer review takes many forms, operates in several formal 
and informal layers, and has broad and complex implica-
tions. Although a foundation of the scientific method, peer 
review is often inconsistently applied and implemented, 
especially in taxonomy. Several of the Codes of nomencla-
ture do not require peer review for newly proposed scientific 
names. The question of whether or not taxa become accepted 
emerges over time by community consensus, which is a form 
of peer review. Several layers of peer review come into play 
in the context of global lists. The first is at the original sci-
entific publications through which taxonomy is produced. 
As previously noted, there are no consistent standards for 
how (or even whether) such published literature is subjected 
to peer review. Another layer of peer review is provided by 
the communities that maintain the partial lists. In an ideal 
circumstance, these communities would apply standards to 
assess both publication-level peer review and the content of 
the published work itself. An additional layer of peer review 
could be applied after taxa are added to the global list, as 
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feedback from list users and others is used to assess accept-
ance. Elements of peer review will most likely be applied at 
all of these levels, but a set of core metrics for a minimum 
standards of review for taxa before they are added to the 
global list should be developed and implemented. Minimum 
criteria should be whether names meet with the requirements 
of the relevant Code of Nomenclature, whether the records 
and associated metadata (including references to sources) 
are complete and free from editorial errors, and whether 
reviewers have confidence that the content is accurate 
according to current knowledge.

We acknowledge that, as with peer review of any publica-
tion, reviewers and editors cannot check every observation 
and datum and, therefore, must trust that the authors hon-
estly reported their results. Where errors, discrepancies or 
questionable information is detected, the species list could 
be subject to closer scrutiny and its editors asked to respond 
to reviewers’ comments. This may result in revisions or 
rejection of list entries that are considered inadequate.

Arbitrating taxonomic disagreements

Inevitably, disputes in how some taxa should be represented 
on the global list will emerge. Such disputes are an inherent 
and not necessarily undesirable aspect of taxonomic prac-
tice (Thiele et al., 2021). Mechanisms for the arbitration 
of such disputes depend on which fundamental model is 
adopted for content creation and curation.

If standards and procedures are applied to the taxonomic 
community that provides and maintains a partial list, the onus 
for achieving consensus and arbitrating disputes would fall on 
each respective taxonomic community. If different factions 
within a community produce and maintain alternative compet-
ing lists, standards would need to be in place to either endorse 
one faction or to ensure that each faction is represented in 
producing a consensus partial list. If, however, standards are 
applied at the level of individual entries, then a more granular 
approach (however complex) could be implemented.

Governance of a global list is a complex process and can 
be achieved in many ways (Lien et al., 2021). For a global 
list to be widely adopted and maintained, solutions for arbi-
tration among competing or alternative interpretations must 
be carefully designed and implemented by a wide array of 
stakeholders and other constituencies. In this paper, we do 
not propose specific solutions to such complex issues but, 
rather, highlight technical considerations when designing a 
functional dispute resolution process.

An important consideration for establishing any system 
of arbitration is to separate facts from opinions. For the pur-
poses of this discussion, facts are the properties and infor-
mation that are (mostly) objective. For example, whether 
or not a name is correctly published and available under 
the relevant Code of Nomenclature, or whether it has the 

correct Code-compliant spelling is, in most cases, a matter 
that can be determined objectively. By contrast, taxonomy 
is necessarily rife with opinion, much of which is legiti-
mately subjective (Thiele et al., 2021). Most arbitration  
will involve selecting from among two or more alternative 
opinions about circumscription and classification. A key 
consideration, which could prove vital in the arbitration pro-
cess, is grounding opinions in specific TNUs, rather than 
simply through the editors of partial lists. While it may be 
an entirely subjective opinion whether two populations are 
best treated as one or two species, or whether a species is 
best placed in one genus or another, it can usually be objec-
tively declared that one publication treated a taxon one way, 
and another publication treated it in another way. These are 
facts about taxonomic opinion, best captured as TNUs, and 
represented in the global list through the TreatmentAuthors 
property (the citation following the “sec.” part of a taxo-
nomic treatment label). For example, it is a fact that Author 
“X” treated species “Y” as a valid taxon, and within a par-
ticular genus. Whether or not this treatment represents the 
“accepted” taxonomic arrangement is an opinion.

While this does not obviate the need for arbitration, it 
does clarify the functional steps of arbitration. Instead of 
the arbitration process directly determining whether a par-
ticular species name should be regarded as representing a 
valid species or as a synonym, or determining which genus 
a particular species should be placed within, the question 
can be framed in the form of “which published treatment 
of a name best captures the accepted status?” While this 
distinction may seem trivial and academic, it has important 
implications for the arbitration process. Rather than amass-
ing a collection of opinion and rationale for supporting a 
particular decision, the arbiters need only determine which 
taxonomic treatment, among competing alternatives, makes 
the most compelling case. While this final step certainly 
represents an opinion, it anchors that opinion to objective 
facts. This does not mean the opinion is any more or less 
likely to be “correct”, but it does allow much more robust 
documentation for the basis of the opinion. In summary, the 
arbitration of disputes of fact will follow different protocols 
than the arbitration of disputes of opinion. And the latter 
will be greatly facilitated by abstracting the collections of 
opinions in the form of discernable facts, such as individual 
TNUs and their associated properties.

The local and the global

While, as noted previously, partial lists must be global in 
scope, there is an important consideration for regional influ-
ence. One of the ten principles for the governance of a global 
taxonomic list enumerated by Garnett et al. (2020) is, “10. 
A global listing process needs both to encompass global 
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diversity and to accommodate local knowledge of that 
diversity”.

This can be important when dealing with regionalized 
taxonomic lists, some of which may be of very high qual-
ity. For example, the Australian botanical community main-
tains the Australian Plant Census (APC; Council of Heads of 
Australasian Herbaria, 2010) using practices that conform 
closely with best-practice governance as envisaged for the 
global list: curation of the APC is broad-based and national 
in scope, with clear mechanisms for peer review, consensus 
decision-making, and dispute arbitration. For these reasons 
the APC is widely accepted in Australia as the normative 
list of Australian plants. While some contributors to a global 
list of plants may have an important global perspective of 
particular plant groups, Australian contributors to the APC 
have detailed knowledge of Australian species and their 
circumscriptions.

A global list that accommodates regional knowledge is 
likely to be significantly more useful and accurate, both 
regionally and globally, than one that fails to do so, par-
ticularly for taxa that are endemic to the region. However, 
incorporating content from such regional lists should fall pri-
marily within the purview of the communities who maintain 
the partial lists, rather than directly through the management 
of the global list itself.

Accessing and citing the global list

All content represented on the list should be freely accessi-
ble and downloadable, and available under one of the stand-
ard Creative Commons (CC) licences. The most liberal CC 
licence is “No Rights Reserved” (CC0), which is effectively 
“public domain”. The value and utility of the global list and 
its associated content is greatly enhanced if it is freely acces-
sible and distributable. Any restrictions placed on the use of 
the list or its associated content will have a negative impact 
on its wide adoption. Thus, a strong argument can be made 
that the content of the global list should be designated as CC0.

At the same time, an enormous amount of work goes into 
formulating partial lists for incorporation into a global list, and 
attribution of such effort is a compelling and important moti-
vator for those who would contribute to this effort. For this 
reason, another CC option is the “Attribution” licence (CC-
BY), which “lets others distribute, remix, adapt, and build 
upon your work, even commercially, as long as they credit 
you for the original creation”. While certainly appealing, one 
problem with this licence as applied to a global list of names 
(and the entries thereon) is: “who should receive the attribu-
tion?” Many different individuals play a role in the process of 
establishing each entry on the list, from the person or people 
who first discovered and collected the original specimens, to 
the taxonomist(s) who first described it, to the taxonomist(s) 

responsible for asserting the current status, to the compilers 
and editors of the partial list, and to the managers of the global 
list itself. In many cases, the naturalists, explorers, and collec-
tors provide the most important and costly (both financially 
and personally) contributions to the process (Conniff, 2011, 
2021), yet are seldom featured in the attribution chain of any 
taxonomic name (often relegated to scant mention in the “col-
lectors” property of a specimen record). The next greatest 
contribution to the process is usually in the form of the origi-
nal description of the taxon, and the subsequent taxonomic 
revision that established its current status. Attribution for 
both of these roles is embedded within the core properties of 
the list entries themselves, in the form of the Nomenclatura-
lAuthor and TreatmentAuthor properties. Although nowhere 
near as significant on a taxon-by-taxon basis as the contribu-
tions by the discoverers, collectors, nomenclatural authors, 
and taxonomic authorities, the role played by the compilers 
of the partial lists is nevertheless significant and important. 
This attribution is also included among the properties of each 
list entry, in the form of the Source property. Thus, the only 
role in the process not already included within the global list 
content is the role of whatever overarching entity administers 
and manages the global list itself. Compared with the other 
roles already included by attribution within the data, this role 
hardly seems significant enough to warrant a CC-BY licence 
designation for the global list.

The CC licences include other provisions in addition to 
Attribution, including “Share Alike” (SA), “No Derivis” 
(No Derivatives; ND), “Non-Commercial” (NC), and vari-
ous combinations of these extensions. Restricting the creation 
of derivatives of the global list would be counterproductive 
to its fundamental intentions. Restricting commercial re-use 
would apply to situations such as a consulting firm providing 
environmental impact assessments, or an NGO website that 
offers merchandise to cover its costs. While there are situa-
tions for which researchers and their institutions are likely to 
want to restrict commercial usage, the CC-BY-NC licence is 
too blunt an instrument for achieving the desired goal. The 
requirement for sharing derivatives would make sense in the 
context of the global list, but it only exists as an extension of 
CC-BY (i.e. there is no recognized “CC-SA” licence). There-
fore, unless a decision is made to enforce the CC-BY licence 
on the global list, these other extensions are not relevant.

Perhaps the most sensible approach to managing the 
licensing for the global list is to declare it as CC0 but 
strongly encourage users (through clear recommendations 
and social and academic norms) to treat it as if it were cov-
ered by the CC-BY licence. An important step to encour-
age this would be for the underlying data infrastructure to 
give users the tools that make it simple for them to give an 
appropriate citation. At the very least, a strong recommenda-
tion for preserving the various inherent attribution compo-
nents (nomenclatural and treatment authorships, as well as 
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the partial-list source) on subsequent distribution could be 
asserted. Additionally, encouragement for referencing the 
source of the global list as a whole could mirror normal 
practice within scientific and related information sources 
to cite sources. Whatever licensing is applied to the global 
list, it should be applied consistently for all records in the list 
equally. There is no rationale for asserting different licence 
provisions for different parts of the global list, and applica-
tion of such a heterogenous approach would be intractable 
and impractical. Also, because the list will change over time, 
any reference to it in part or as a whole needs to indicate a 
time-stamp for when it was accessed.

Rally around the Catalogue of Life

Most of the issues and questions articulated in this dis-
cussion have already been confronted and, to a greater or 
lesser degree, addressed by the Catalogue of Life (COL). 
In many respects, the goals sought by the IUBS Working 
Group on the Governance of Taxonomic Lists are aligned 
almost perfectly with those of COL. This is not to say that 
all the features of the envisioned global list have already 
been fulfilled by COL, or that COL by itself represents the 
entirety of a widely accepted global list. However, more than 
any other initiative in taxonomy, the COL team has broader 
and deeper experience in addressing and solving the devilish 
details described in this paper.

A more detailed description of COL, its current imple-
mentation, and its future directions, is provided by Hobern 
et  al. (2021). The efforts and ambitions described in  
this series of papers should not, in any way, be construed 
as an effort to replace COL with something new. Indeed, 
many of the authors of these papers have decades of expe-
rience with COL, and are among the world’s experts in 
solving the many complex issues that an effort to establish 
a global list of accepted species will face. Instead, we seek 
harmonization between the ongoing efforts of COL with 
the broader constituency of content consumers represented 
by the IUBS initiative that has precipitated this series of 
papers (and others). Whereas COL represents the unambig-
uous foundation for implementing a global list of accepted 
names of taxa, the dialog emerging from this series of 
papers provides a broader scope and purpose of need than 
what COL has previously prioritized. In many ways, the 
convergence of the IUBS Working Group with COL estab-
lishes an opportunity to fulfil the original vision of COL in 
an expedited way. An overarching message from this paper 
is that future efforts should fully leverage the work already 
accomplished by COL, and provide robust support for the 
refinement of its goals and products to more effectively 
fulfil the needs of broad communities of biologists, conser-
vationists, resource managers, and many others.

Supplementary information The online version contains supplemen-
tary material available at https:// doi. org/ 10. 1007/ s13127- 021- 00504-0.
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